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Foreword
On behalf of the IBM Center for The Business of Government, we 
are pleased to present this report, Developing Senior Executive 
Capabilities to Address National Priorities, by Bruce T . Barkley, 
Sr ., a former federal senior executive . 

This report is intended to spark a discussion of how to create a 
cadre of experienced career senior executives who can lead 
major, cross-agency initiatives on national priorities . According 
to the drafters of the original 1978 civil service reforms that 
created the Senior Executive Service (SES), they intended for all 
SES members to have a government-wide, or at least a depart-
ment-wide, perspective . The SES corps today, however, is often 
composed of highly skilled professionals in specific mission 
functions, with relatively few having cross-agency expertise .

Recent trends in government have created a new demand for 
cross-agency capabilities, thus resurfacing the importance of 
leaders who understand cross-agency impacts . This report 
attempts to offer a practical, targeted approach . It is divided 
into two parts:

• The first part assesses the creation of a subset of SES 
members who would be designated government-wide 
cross-agency leaders . 

• The second part is a case study of how the Department of 
Veterans Affairs (VA) created a corporate senior executive 
management office to more effectively develop, manage, 
and deploy its senior executive corps . 

This report follows two recent, related reports by the IBM 
Center . All three papers focus on the potential impact of the 
GPRA Modernization Act of 2010, which requires the develop-
ment of government-wide priority goals and greater coordination 
among agencies . Jane Fountain’s report, Implementing Cross-
Agency Collaboration: A Guide for Federal Managers, provides 
useful insights into how the government can proceed in creating 
effective cross-agency collaborations that can improve outcomes 
significantly . Donald Moynihan’s The New Federal Performance 
System: Implementing the GPRA Modernization Act, describes 
the key challenges facing the federal government in crafting an 
effective performance management system .

Daniel J . Chenok

William M . Takis

http://www.businessofgovernment.org/report/implementing-cross-agency-collaboration-guide-federal-managers
http://www.businessofgovernment.org/report/implementing-cross-agency-collaboration-guide-federal-managers
http://www.businessofgovernment.org/report/new-federal-performance-system-implementing-gpra-modernization-act
http://www.businessofgovernment.org/report/new-federal-performance-system-implementing-gpra-modernization-act
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This new report by Bruce Barkley adds another dimension to the 
discussion of the Modernization Act’s implementation, and of 
cross-functional leadership on challenges reaching beyond this 
new law . While processes have been put in place for implement-
ing the Act, a key remaining action item for the federal govern-
ment is to create a cross-agency leadership corps with the skills 
and experience needed to successfully manage the challenge of 
cross-cutting initiatives . The report discusses strategies for devel-
oping such a skilled corps, both government-wide and in individ-
ual departments . These strategies are informed by the case 
study of the VA’s management of its SES cadre, which can serve 
as a model for other departments seeking to move to an enter-
prise approach to managing its senior executives . 

We hope that federal executives will find the ideas and recom-
mendations presented in this report useful as they further consider 
the design and implementation of collaborative cross-agency 
initiatives required by the Modernization Act . 

Daniel J . Chenok 
Executive Director 
IBM Center for The Business of Government 
chenokd @ us .ibm .com

William M . Takis 
Vice President and Partner 
IBM Global Business Services 
bill .takis @ us .ibm .com
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Introduction
The federal government faces an urgent need to cre-
ate and mobilize a cadre of senior career executives 
with the skills and experience necessary to respond to 
critical national and government-wide challenges and 
opportunities . The GPRA Modernization Act of 2010 
(GPRAMA) requires government-wide goal setting and 
performance management processes focused on 
addressing broad priorities and minimizing agency 
duplication and inefficiency . To fulfill this requirement, 
a cadre of senior executives with cross-agency leader-
ship capabilities is needed . 

Many current SES executives have the skills and com-
petencies to collaborate, but the opportunities, incen-
tives, and support systems for managing and leading 
cross-agency initiatives are not now there . The federal government needs more career execu-
tives who can undertake cross-agency activities . The Modernization Act created a new urgency 
that the SES be modified to meet new challenges to collaboratively plan and undertake cross-
agency initiatives . A subset of SES members should be designated as cross-agency leaders 
and assigned to a new government-wide office that would manage their assignments . 

While a new, government-wide process for planning and implementation has been set out in 
the Modernization Act, the people and leadership factors have not been as clearly addressed . 
Who will implement this new way of doing the federal government’s business? There are now 
two crucial missing links as to what is needed for government to implement its new cross-
agency mandates:

• A cadre of senior executives who are available and willing to undertake cross-agency work

• An office responsible for managing a new corps of senior executives working on cross-
agency goals

This report recommends that the SES should be modified to undertake the job now at hand . A 
subset of the SES should be designated as cross-agency executives . This group of top executive 
talent would be deployed where needed to respond to broad governmental and cross-cutting 
challenges . This cadre will consist of a corps of high-level executives with wide leadership 
experience, ideally public and private, to be commissioned to manage cross-agency priorities 
and coordination challenges .

Part I: Developing a Cadre of Senior 
Executives to Undertake Cross-
Agency Initiatives

About the Study

The study is based on the follow-
ing:

• Face-to-face interviews with 
over 25 SES members and 
thought leaders 

• An extensive literature review

• A survey questionnaire with 
responses from over 50 SES 
executives

• Online discussions
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Findings
A major finding of this study is that the lack of SES mobility across agencies is a significant 
barrier to developing the talent and experience needed for effective cross-agency collaboration . 
While this is not a new issue, it has become more critical to address . For example, the recent 
failure of the decade-long effort by the Departments of Defense and Veterans Affairs to create 
a common electronic medical record is a case where more effective cross-agency leadership 
could have made a difference .

SES executives often find it difficult to build cross-agency partnerships, especially if their 
home agencies are narrowly focused on their own program performance and protecting their 
own resources . Collaboration is difficult at best and runs against prevailing incentives and 
agency value systems . Current OMB guidance in performance management focuses largely on 
single-agency, rather than interagency and broad network outcomes . According to GAO, the 
recently promulgated cross-agency priorities are still in the early stages of implementation 
(GAO, 2012) .

An analysis of previous studies reveals that there has historically been little mobility among 
SES members: 

• In 2007, OPM sponsored a Thought Leader Forum on developing federal executives in the 
21st century; it recommended:

 – Central coordination of development opportunities, especially for transferable, enter-
prise-wide skills and competencies

 – A centralized career path for a small subset of executives with particularly cross-cut-
ting skills and competencies who would be designated as enterprise-wide executives

• The Partnership for Public Service 2009 study of the SES, Unrealized Vision: Reimagining 
the Senior Executive Service, looked at SES mobility and found virtually no mobility 
among SES executives across agencies .

• A follow-up study by the Partnership in 2012, Mission-Driven Mobility, found that only 
eight percent of SES members have worked in more than one agency during their careers . 
The study also concluded that agencies tend to hoard good executive talent and are 
reluctant to encourage mobility . 

The lack of mobility has been especially acute in domestic civilian agencies . Domestic agen-
cies have not embraced the Department of Defense (DOD) process of rotating executives and 
managers around the military services for leadership experience and development . Typically, 
military officers in the DOD have two years of leadership and management training during 
their career while equivalent civilian executives in the domestic agencies have much less 
mobility, less training (estimated to be about two months), and less exposure to a wide variety 
of technologies, organizational cultures, and new management approaches in various agencies .

Other countries have recognized the need for centralized development and management of 
senior executives . For example, the Canadian government has approximately 250 executives 
in what are called the EX-4 and EX-5 groups . This core group is seen as a corporate resource 
for the whole of government . The underlying principle is to develop a cohort of senior execu-
tives with a broad view of government operations, able to take on top-level responsibilities 
within the same department or elsewhere . A central unit called the Leadership Network sup-
ports this group .

In the U .S ., there is no government-wide corps of experienced executives dedicated to the 
implementation of national or cross-agency priority goals . While OPM has an office dedicated 
to the SES, OPM does not currently have the authority to take responsibility for SES rotations 
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and development in general . SES executive training and career path development are largely 
left to individual agencies, thus there is wide disparity in the way career development is han-
dled . There is no government-wide coordination of SES development to prepare SES execu-
tives to take on major leadership roles requiring proven people skills and government-wide 
performance improvements and reform initiatives that require a unified, “whole-of-govern-
ment” approach . 

While one strategy might be to continue to encourage increased mobility for SES members (as 
advocated by many), in a fiscally constrained environment it is highly unlikely that agencies 
will be willing to let their best performers leave . In addition, previous research has also shown 
that SES members themselves have demonstrated little interest in mobility . A new approach is 
needed . We are confident that there is a small cadre of SES members who would be inter-
ested in government-wide and cross-agency assignments . These executives would become 
government-wide employees placed in a new government-wide office that would assume 
responsibility for their development and placement .

What Has Changed
The implementation of the Modernization Act could influence the way government does business 
in the years ahead . As mandated by the Modernization Act, OMB in early 2012 established 
14 cross-agency priority goals . These goals are explained in the box 2012–2014 Cross-Agency 
Priority (CAP) Goals. A full list of the interim CAP goals (FY 2013) is presented in Appendix I . 

The capacity of senior career leadership to carry out these cross-cutting goals and the longer-
term performance planning mandated in the legislation has not been addressed . While there 
are leaders for each CAP goal, there is no apparent government-wide plan to mobilize agency 
leadership talent to implement cross-agency initiatives .

These CAP goals represent an example of the many potential whole-of-government assignments 
for enterprise-wide SES executives who would collaborate across agencies to build a govern-
ment-wide view and program frameworks for addressing cross-cutting issues . While collabora-
tion is already going on, it is argued in this report that the lack of a critical mass of career SES 
leadership talent dedicated to cross-agency goals could impede the federal government’s capac-
ity to implement the cross-cutting mandate across agencies in the years ahead . 

2012–2014 Cross-Agency Priority (CAP) Goals  
(February 2012–February 2014)

Outcome-Oriented Goals

• Exports

• Entrepreneurship and Small Business

• Broadband

• Energy Efficiency

• Veteran Career Readiness

• STEM Education

• Job Training

Management Improvement Goals

• Cybersecurity

• Sustainability

• Real Property

• Improper Payments

• Data Center Consolidation

• Closing Skills Gaps

• Strategic Sourcing

Note: See Appendix I for a more detailed description of each of the above goals. 
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Another dimension in coordinating the implementation of the federal cross-cutting goals and 
programs through better cross-agency collaboration is the beneficial impact of this kind of 
change on state and local government . Because many state and local government programs 
mirror federal programs, and suffer inefficiencies when federal programs are not coordinated 
and rationalized, the lack of collaboration at the federal level increases the friction in program 
implementation in the states .

In the past, there have been many calls for new approaches to managing the SES pool . 
Participants at the 2007 OPM Thought Leader Forum raised the need for a “centralized career 
path for a small subset of executives with particularly cross-cutting skills and competencies that 
would be designated as enterprise-wide executives .” As noted earlier, the forum saw a need for 
“some sort of central coordination of development opportunities, especially for executives with 
transferable, enterprise-wide skills and competencies … there may be a place for centralized, 
government-wide action to leverage opportunities and coordinate agency activities .”

Recommendations: What is Needed Now
In view of the increasing importance of interagency collaboration to address the requirements 
of the Modernization Act, such as the implementation of cross-agency priorities, the executive 
branch needs more SES executives who can address and resolve whole-of-government prob-
lems and priorities beyond their home agency missions . Based on our research, we no longer 
believe this can be accomplished through existing mobility and rotation programs that permit 
executives to move around to various agencies . Current barriers to such movements, such as 
the loss of an SES position, have greatly hindered the interest of SES members to move 
around government and take cross-cutting assignments . 

Current OMB and OPM guidance does not address capacity issues raised by the Modernization 
Act of having a cadre of SES executives who could be deployed to work on broad network and 
interagency/intergovernmental issues of increasing importance across government . OPM did, 
however, issue a Memorandum in January 2012 (as required by the Modernization Act) that 
presented 34 core competencies needed in the implementation of the Modernization Act . That 
Memorandum is presented in Appendix II . 

While the expectations for the SES are framed by the Office of Personnel Management in 
terms of culture change and transformation, there is currently no clear goal and process to 
develop leaders for culture change and cross-agency work . If the SES is expected to change 
from an agency-level program focus to a cross-agency results focus, how will that change 
occur given the agency-centricity of the current system? How will executive performance 
against cross-agency goals and priority issues be assessed? 

For these reasons, we recommend the following two actions to create a new professional and 
collaborative SES leadership core in the federal government . 

• Recommendation One. Create a small, high-level cadre of cross-agency executives . This 
corps of executives will work with agency-level executives who have been assigned to work 
on cross-agency goals . They will serve as catalysts for cross-agency initiatives . 

• Recommendation Two. Create a cross-agency SES corporate management office respon-
sible for deployment of a government-wide SES pool to work on cross-agency projects . This 
office could be placed under the direction of the President’s Management Council, or, 
alternatively, in conjunction with the Performance Improvement Council .    
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Recommendation One: Create a small, high-level cadre of cross-agency executives. 
A subset of the existing SES should be designated as cross-agency executives . This cadre would 
be selected from a pool of high-performance executives capable of taking on assignments to 
address cross-agency priorities and issues, such as those posed by the Modernization Act and 
other mandates to implement such initiatives . This smaller pool of government-wide leaders 
could have term contracts on assignment from their home agencies, and an incentive-based 
executive compensation system driven by performance goals and performance evaluations .

These executives would be held accountable for the implementation of defined, time-bound, 
cross-agency initiatives . This would involve leadership across agencies to create a truly collab-
orative planning process involving strategic plans and annual performance reports . Major 
emphasis would be placed on cross-agency collaboration to achieve shared goals, strengthen-
ing problem-solving networks to improve outcomes, and spreading promising performance 
management practices across networks .

SES executives identified for government-wide assignments would develop individual transition 
plans, which could be tailored after the Department of Veterans Affairs internal, enterprise-
wide SES management system . (See Part II for a case study of the VA’s management of their 
SES cadre .) Selected individuals would have a track record of experience, such as experience 
of at least two years of executive performance in private-sector or nonprofit organizations out-
side of their home agency . Appendix III presents additional information on the proposed quali-
fications of this SES cadre .

This new cadre of SES members would consist of executives who can work with many agencies 
to achieve cross-agency priorities and who will perform independently of any single agency 
mission, working at the interface of related agencies . They would collaborate on cross-agency 
goals and bridge between-agency gaps that now inhibit management of broad priorities . A 
recent GAO study found that the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, and HUD and the 
SBA were not working effectively together to encourage entrepreneurs and small businesses . 
Despite the existence of 52 federal programs to help small startups, these agencies have 
failed in GAO’s view to collaborate to ensure that programs were aligned, delivered, and 
evaluated (GAO, 2011) . 

These SES executives would work to achieve broad program outcomes and best practices from 
a whole-government approach . That kind of cross-agency coordination is difficult to achieve 
now, given the predominant single-agency cultures and narrow agency silos . 

Development of a government-wide SES cadre will require a balance between broadly applica-
ble core qualifications and competencies tailored to specific policy or program groupings . 
Agencies address issues with common strategic outcomes (e .g ., communities of intelligence; 
transportation, development, and commerce; and education and labor) that share common 
goals and programs that must be coordinated to succeed . 

One policy arena that has adopted this strategic results-oriented approach is the intelligence 
community . The core qualification standards developed in 2010 for senior civilian officers in 
the intelligence community (which spans 15 agencies) stress leading the intelligence enterprise 
through collaboration and integration (building effective networks across agencies), enterprise 
focus (demonstrating a deep understanding of the intelligence community components), and 
values-centered leadership (commitment to selfless service, moral and intellectual courage, 
and collaboration, leveraging the diversity of all members of the community) . 
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Recommendation Two: Create a cross-agency SES corporate management office responsible 
for deployment of a government-wide SES pool to work on cross-agency projects. This office 
could be placed under the direction of the President’s Management Council or, alternatively, 
in conjunction with the Performance Improvement Council.  
The recommendation is to create a small, central SES support staff that would be responsible 
for the recruitment and assignment of a government-wide leadership core with the capacity to 
lead cross-cutting initiatives that achieve the cross-cutting priorities and performance goals 
mandated by the Modernization Act . 

The new SES cadre will need a home base and an executive sponsor . This new office could be 
sponsored by the President’s Management Council (PMC) and have administrative support 
provided by the General Services Administration as part of its current responsibility for manag-
ing a series of government-wide councils . An alternative would be to co-locate it with the 
Performance Improvement Council (PIC), which was created statutorily by the Modernization 
Act . This new office would work with OMB, OPM, and the agencies to identify, build, and 
deploy the cadre of experienced SES cross-agency leaders . 

The focus for development of this new cadre of experienced SESers would be the implementa-
tion of government-wide or cross-cutting agency initiatives, including those associated with the 
GPRA Modernization Act’s cross-agency priority goals .
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Developing an Enterprise-Wide Focus among Senior Executives at 
the Department of Veterans Affairs
There is a need for a cadre of senior career executives who have a broad perspective of gov-
ernment and experience in implementing cross-agency initiatives . The President’s Management 
Council (PMC), comprised of the deputies of each of the major departments and agencies, 
had identified a parallel need in 2010 within those organizations . The PMC worked with the 
President’s Management Advisory Board, comprised of CEOs of major corporations, to identify 
corporate best practices and strategies for developing an enterprise-wide—or whole-of-organi-
zation—perspective and experience among their career senior executives . The Department of 
Veterans Affairs was a pioneer in developing such an approach . 

Subsequently, the President’s Management Council worked with both the Office of 
Management and Budget and the Office of Personnel Management to develop a strategy 
appropriate in a federal government context . OMB and OPM issued a joint Memorandum in 
2011, calling upon departments and agencies to strengthen the SES by:

• Improving SES professional development programs

• Streamlining burdensome administrative processes

• Strengthening personnel performance management

• Expanding and diversifying executive talent pipelines

The VA SES initiatives are an important development because cross-agency leaders cannot 
develop their skills and experience without prior experience in their home agencies . Future 
cross-agency executives should be developed within each department as is now being done 
in the Department of Veterans Affairs . Departments should develop their SES corps with an 
enterprise-wide perspective . This will help departments in performing their mission, as well 
as creating a long-term pipeline of skills and experience for cross-agency leadership opportu-
nities . A leading example is the Department of Veterans Affairs, which is reviewed here as a 
case study .

The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) appears to be a model of effective and focused Senior 
Executive Service support at the enterprise (departmental) level . A central staff, headed by a 
deputy assistant secretary, is successfully shaping an enterprise-wide program to build a stron-
ger, collaborative, and more agile SES cadre within VA . The process is part of a broader, 
department-wide effort to provide a corporate, enterprise-wide perspective in developing and 
managing the VA workforce . 

When Secretary Eric Shinseki arrived in 2009, he realized that transforming the VA required 
him to change the way VA managed its senior executives . In the fall of 2009, he centralized 
management of the entire SES executive cadre and established a corporate office to do so . In 

Part II: Case Study
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early 2010, VA selected a new deputy assistant secretary, Ms . Christine Kluh, for the corpo-
rate office and began laying the foundation for corporate management . Since then, VA has 
made strategic improvements in the effectiveness of its executive cadre .

After reviewing SES performance and placement issues, VA leadership concluded that many of 
its SES members were unequipped for the executive roles they were expected to play, espe-
cially in VA hospitals, and that the department’s support system for the SES was inadequate . 
Although VA had a strong cadre of professional senior executives, there was not always a 
focus on addressing VA enterprise challenges . 

To transform the way VA manages and supports SES members and leaders, the department 
created the Corporate Senior Executive Management Office (CSEMO) . In effect, the office is 
the owner/manager of the entire department’s SES pool and the pipeline that feeds it . CSEMO 
was assigned responsibility for equipping senior executives to handle future leadership roles in 
the department when and where they are needed . 

Christine Kluh assumed responsibility for corporate senior executive management in February 
2010 . Bringing high-level experience from the Defense Department to the job, Ms . Kluh had a 
vision of how the office should operate . CSEMO committed to help VA deal with its past fail-
ures to equip its managers for executive roles .

Because VA had a strong culture of decentralized management, SES members and executives 
were often stovepiped and were not receiving consistent and deliberate support . CSEMO was 
established to apply an enterprise-wide approach to SES management, including recruiting, 
retaining, developing, training, and rewarding VA senior executives . CSEMO now provides one-
stop services for SES executives, including benefits counseling and employee advice and assis-
tance . The underlying theory in VA is that with more support and development, senior 
executives will be more collaborative, decisive, ethical, and more agile in leading the transfor-
mation of the department . The sections below each describe a key component of how CSEMO 
is managing its SES cadre .

Improving the Management of the SES and Service Delivery
CSEMO initiated a series of actions to improve SES management and service delivery to VA’s 
customers and stakeholders: 

• Hiring strong leaders and positioning them for success when they join VA’s executive team

• Working with stakeholders to streamline the current hiring process and ensure consistency 
in processes and procedures across VA

• Developing executive competencies and recognizing that while there may be some techni-
cal requirements in an executive job, technical capacity should not be the only emphasis

• Partnering with OPM to address executive/leader assessments, and processes to identify 
strong leaders in applicant pools 

• Reaching out to other agencies to encourage executives to consider employment in VA 

• Working to ensure that VA has a diverse SES cadre comprised of executives from outside 
government, from other government agencies, and promoted from within VA

• Driving a culture of continuous learning for executives, an environment where executives 
are held accountable and are results-driven
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Improving the SES Professional Development Program
VA overhauled its SES leader development program, including: 

• Establishing an SES orientation program to train SES leaders on core VA issues, priorities, 
and leadership

• Requiring orientation plans for all executives when they start new jobs 

• Providing executive coaches to new executives

• Developing a robust on-boarding process for all new executives 

• Creating a culture of movement and talent management where executives understand that 
they are expected to develop through various experiences that should include rotational 
assignments and details

• Changing the operating philosophy and procedures for performance management and 
accountability

• Revising performance plans to ensure linkages to the VA’s strategic plans and transforma-
tion priorities

• Providing that clear objectives and metrics be developed to enable more explicit measur-
able performance, and personal accountability is emphasized

Improving On-Boarding
VA developed a comprehensive on-boarding program, including an innovative approach to SES 
personal and professional transition planning . This individual SES transition plan is a plan for 
personal and professional change and transition to a leadership role. The VA on-boarding 
checklist includes seven stages of development activity:

• Pre-board activities. This set of activities includes introduction of a new executive to the 
department, the provision of needed facilities and office space, a security briefing, provid-
ing a list of stakeholders and agency leaders, and assignment of a mentor . During this 
period, a briefing book is prepared and training is scheduled, which includes performance 
management and distribution of staff bios and position descriptions . 

• Day 1/Week 1 . This set of activities includes a processing session, a welcome, presenta-
tion of CSEMO role, and development of a plan for executive training and development . 

• First 30 days. This set of activities includes drafting performance objectives, creating an 
executive development and transition plan, the facilitation of networking, and obtaining an 
executive coaching contractor for assessment development . During this period, the new 
SES member receives a briefing on the SES and meets with his or her mentor to discuss 
how to get things done in VA . In addition, meet-and-greet appointments are scheduled and 
the new SES member is assigned an executive sponsor .

• First 90 days. The new executive identifies professional development opportunities and 
develops an action plan based on his or her risk assessment, meets with coach and 
mentor, and receives feedback on his or her performance during the first 90 days . 

• Six months. During this period, a leadership assessment process is conducted, a feedback 
session is scheduled, and the initial development plan is revisited .

• One year. A roadmap for long-term success is developed and the SES member attends a 
VA executive forum .

• 18 months. The SES member registers for CSEMO mandatory training courses . CSEMO 
follows up with the executive’s needs and assesses the on-boarding process prior to closing 
it out . 
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Streamlining Burdensome Administrative Processes
VA found the SES hiring process to be its most burdensome administrative problem in recruit-
ing external hires . To address this problem, VA collaborated with OPM to speed up hiring and 
recruiting external talent by focusing on competencies and resumes in its talent search . CSEMO 
created a talent management process and a major effort to streamline processes to manage 
VA’s executive talent lifecycles and help executives achieve results and outcomes . Using project 
management and business process improvement expertise, CSEMO is mapping and document-
ing current VA business processes, tools, and data sources for VA’s executive lifecycle manage-
ment . CSEMO has also commissioned a benchmarking study of top-performing government 
and industry talent management systems, and is developing a robust business process and 
system reengineering report with standardized products such as tracking systems, templates, 
reports, and program materials . 

To eliminate traditional, paper-based communication tools and facilitate speedy communica-
tions among executives, CSEMO developed and implemented a CSEMO Connect website to 
enhance communication and collaboration among VA’s senior leadership . More online training 
is planned as well . 

Strengthening Executive Performance Management
VA is upgrading its performance appraisal systems to more clearly focus SES members on 
specific goals and objectives . These plans will inform performance award decisions . The secre-
tary and deputy secretary are personally involved and have robust reviews of organizational 
performance throughout the year . 

VA is driving a culture where every executive feels personally responsible for ensuring that the 
department keeps its commitment to America’s veterans . This requires that executives under-
stand that they are part of the leadership team, not simply there to do “their” job . Executives 
are expected to instill passion across the department to drive home changes needed to deliver 
the best possible services to VA’s key customers . 

Expanding and Diversifying Executive Talent Pipelines
Recognizing that VA had no effective SES pipeline, the secretary and CSEMO instituted an 
enterprise-wide approach to filling these key leadership positions, focusing on strategic leader-
ship competencies and VA-wide needs . The selection process now requires greater senior-level 
engagement . Interviews are conducted at multiple levels and two or more levels of manage-
ment must endorse nominations . The secretary approves every SES selection . VA is focused 
on hiring the right person for the right position and investing in each executive’s development . 
VA leadership has prioritized filling senior executive positions with the right people in a timely 
manner . 

Assessing the Success of the VA Initiative
VA faces the classic challenge of measuring the effectiveness of its focus on executive talent . 
Ideally, the measure of success would be an indicator(s) of the agency’s performance in serv-
ing customers . Processing times for veteran services, for instance, have improved . On a cross-
agency front, the department is working to improve effective coordination and collaboration 
with the Defense Department . 

Effective response to OMB guidance on performance management is another way of measur-
ing success . Government-wide, there is some evidence that senior executives are not yet 
fully implementing OMB policy on performance management by using performance data in 
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management and resource allocation . Recent research indicates that OMB performance 
management initiatives promoting the use of performance data in agency budgeting and pro-
gram management have not yet produced any fundamental changes in the way agency pro-
grams and budgets are handled . If that is the case, then it appears that SES performance in 
the agencies has not been effectively tied to OMB mandates for performance management . 
This raises the issue of whether the separate OMB performance management and OPM 
human capital functional silos are being integrated in guiding VA and other agencies . 
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OMB has identified 14 cross-agency priority goals (CAP goals) . Seven focus on mission-related 
functions . Seven focus on mission-support . All are existing initiatives but now have a higher 
profile . However, there is currently no government-wide, SES cadre available to help imple-
ment these broad goals .

A statutory requirement, as part of the GPRA Modernization Act of 2010, directs OMB to des-
ignate a senior government official to serve as the lead for each of the goals and to conduct 
quarterly reviews on the progress toward these goals, which are supposed to span a two- to 
four-year timeframe . These goals are not supposed to represent new policy initiatives or require 
new monies but are rather a focus on implementing existing policies within existing monies . 

The FY 2013 goals are technically interim goals, since the CAP goal cycle is supposed to be 
co-terminus with a presidential term . The “real” CAP goals are not due until February 2014, 
and will appear in the FY 2015 budget .

OMB posted the FY 2013 CAP goals on its Performance .gov website . The goal statements are 
accompanied by a description that provides some context for the goal, the name of the goal 
leader, a summary of the action plan, and a list of the agencies and programs that will con-
tribute to the action plan .

CAP GOALS FOR MISSION-RELATED FUNCTIONS:

CAP Goal 1: Exports: Double U .S . exports by the end of 2014 .

Goal Leader: Michael Froman, assistant to the president and deputy national security  
advisor for international economic affairs .

CAP Goal 2: Entrepreneurship and Small Business. Increase federal services to entrepreneurs 
and small businesses with an emphasis on 1) startups and growing firms and 2) underserved 
markets .

Goal Leaders: Jason Furman, deputy director, White House National Economic Council, 
and Tom Kalil, deputy director for policy, White House Office of Science and Technology 
Policy .

CAP Goal 3: Broadband. As part of expanding all broadband capabilities, ensure 4G broad-
band coverage for 98 percent of Americans by 2016 .

Goal Leader: Todd Park, U .S . chief technology officer, White House Office of Science and 
Technology Policy .

Appendix I: Cross-Agency Priority 
Goals, FY 2013*

* This appendix originally appeared in Implementing Cross-Agency Collaboration: A Guide for 
Federal Managers by Jane Fountain . IBM Center for The Business of Government, 2013 .

http://www.businessofgovernment.org/blog/business-government/gpra-mod-act-2010-explained-part-5
http://goals.performance.gov/goals_2013
http://www.businessofgovernment.org/report/implementing-cross-agency-collaboration-guide-federal-managers
http://www.businessofgovernment.org/report/implementing-cross-agency-collaboration-guide-federal-managers
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CAP Goal 4: Energy Efficiency. Reduce energy intensity (energy demand/$ real GDP) 50 per-
cent by 2035 (with 2010 as the base year) .

Goal Leader: Heather Zichal, deputy assistant to the President for energy and climate 
change, Domestic Policy Council .

CAP Goal 5: Veteran Career Readiness. By September 30, 2013, increase the percent of eli-
gible service members who will be served by career readiness and preparedness programs 
from 50 percent to 90 percent in order to improve their competitiveness in the job market .

Goal Leader: Rosye Cloud, White House policy director for veterans, wounded warriors and 
military families .

CAP Goal 6: Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) Education. Work with edu-
cation partners to improve the quality of science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) 
education at all levels to help increase the number of well-prepared graduates with STEM 
degrees by one-third by 2022, resulting in an additional one million graduates with degrees in 
STEM subjects .

Goal Leaders: Steve Robinson, special assistant, White House Domestic Policy Council .

CAP Goal 7: Job Training . Ensure our country has one of the most skilled workforces in the 
world by preparing two million workers with skills training by 2015 and improving the coordi-
nation and delivery of job training services .

Goal Leader: Portia Wu, special assistant to the President for labor and workforce policy, 
White House Domestic Policy Council .

Significantly, some existing cross-cutting initiatives, such as food safety, are not on the list . 
This might be because these functions were seen as well underway and not needing the 
prominence of being named a CAP Goal .

CAP GOALS FOR MISSION-SUPPORT FUNCTIONS:

CAP Goal 8: Cybersecurity . Increase federal information system cybersecurity . By 2014, 
achieve 95 percent utilization of critical administration cybersecurity capabilities on federal 
information systems, including strong authentication, Trusted Internet Connections (TIC), and 
Continuous Monitoring .

Goal Leader: J . Michael Daniel, special assistant to the President and cybersecurity  
coordinator .

CAP Goal 9: Sustainability . By 2020, the federal government will reduce its direct green-
house gas emissions by 28 percent and will reduce its indirect greenhouse gas emissions by 
13 percent by 2020 (from 2008 baseline) .

Goal Leader: Nancy Sutley, chair, Council on Environmental Quality .

CAP Goal 10: Real Property . The federal government will manage real property effectively to 
generate $3 billion in cost savings by the end of 2012 .

Goal Leader: Danny Werfel, controller, Office of Management and Budget .
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CAP Goal 11: Improper Payments . The federal government will reduce the government-wide 
improper payment rate by at least two percentage points by FY 2014 .

Goal Leader: Danny Werfel, controller, Office of Management and Budget .

CAP Goal 12: Data Center Consolidation . Improve IT service delivery, reduce waste and save 
$3 billion in taxpayer dollars by closing at least 1200 data centers by fiscal year 2015 .

Goal Leader: Steven VanRoekel, federal chief information officer .

CAP Goal 13: Closing Skill Gaps . Close critical skills gaps in the federal workforce to improve 
mission performance . By September 30, 2013, close the skills gaps by 50 percent for three 
to five critical federal government occupations or competencies, and close additional agency-
specific high risk occupation and competency gaps .

Goal Leader: John Berry, director, Office of Personnel Management .

CAP Goal 14: Strategic Sourcing . Reduce the costs of acquiring common products and ser-
vices by agencies’ strategic sourcing of at least two new commodities or services in both 
2013 and 2014, that yield at least a 10-percent savings .

Goal Leader: Joseph Jordan, acting administrator for federal procurement policy, Office of 
Management and Budget .

In addition to the 14 CAP goals, the major agencies also developed priority goals, as required 
by the GPRA Modernization Act of 2010 . There are 103 agency priority goals in the FY 2013 
budget . About half are continuations of goals that were set administratively by the Obama 
administration when it came into office . The remainder are new or are a step beyond the origi-
nal goals set in 2009 . 
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Appendix II: Memorandum for Chief 
Human Capital Officers on Functional 
Competencies for GPRAMA
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The existing “executive core qualifications” for demonstrating the skills needed to be a suc-
cessful federal executive seem to be appropriate for individuals within a department or agency . 
However, in conversations with seasoned executives who have worked in cross-agency envi-
ronments, we found that they recommended different qualities for success in cross-agency 
leadership roles . Following are possible core qualifications for the proposed cross-agency SES 
cadre . These six criteria are tailored to broad, government-wide leadership competencies:

• Strategic management and thinking skills, which includes the capacity to think and 
manage strategically, to achieve longer-term goals, to develop strategic goals and plans for 
achieving the GPRA and OMB cross-cutting priorities . Candidates would be expected to 
have experience addressing complex, strategic challenges involving organizational change . 
Strategic actions would include the generation of a sense of urgency for change in agency 
leadership, building cross agency coalitions, designing change initiatives, and thinking 
through how to monitor performance in complex performance networks .

• Shared leadership and people skills, which includes the proven capacity to lead, inspire 
and engage other leaders, including career and non-career executives across organizations 
and agencies, setting new standards for interagency collaboration and coordination, toward 
enterprise-wide goals . Skills would include visioning new business models, the capacity to 
listen to key leaders and customers and understand complex systems, writing and collab-
orative skills, capacity to analyze and distill complex performance data, and demonstrating 
the capacity to articulate a broad, government-wide vision of performance . 

Candidates for this subset of SES members would complete leadership assessments, work 
with assigned executive coaches, and make themselves available to mentor agency SES 
members in the SES pipeline . The new cross-agency executives will have the leadership 
capacity to work with agency heads and chief operating officers in guiding agencies into 
effectively working to achieve cross-agency priority (CAP) goals and GPRAMA requirements .

• Performance management capability, which includes the proven capacity to design and 
implement a cross-cutting, performance planning, budgeting, and management process as 
envisioned by the GPRAMA, bringing together appropriate agencies into a unified view of 
shared goals and objectives, and to use performance data and information in managing, 
developing budgets, and changing direction and business models when appropriate . The 
new SES cadre must be prepared to install a new strategic, performance planning and 
management system that works over the long term .

• Joint management, which includes the proven capacity to build and lead coalitions toward 
shared objectives and processes, working with executives from sometimes disparate and 
often conflicting agency goals and programs . This competency requires an understanding of 
complex agency programs and legislative requirements and the development of unified and 
coherent delivery systems . This competency involves the development of professional 
stature and respect among peer executives, working in teams across agencies . 

Appendix III: Proposed Qualifications 
for the Proposed Cadre of Cross-
Agency Senior Executives
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• Business management, which includes the proven capacity to manage government 
programs as business entities, demonstrating a broad understanding of business and 
performance models and best practices from the private and public sectors . This compe-
tency requires an appreciation of government/business roles and tradeoffs, proven ability to 
apply commonly used information technology practices, including financial management 
and cost control, product development, project management, customer service, and 
marketing . This competency is not simply focused on support and administrative systems, 
but rather on mission and program delivery through business practices . 

• Technology savvy and proficiency, which includes the proven capacity to understand how 
technology can be used to increase the quality and efficiency of public-sector programs, 
using IT systems to facilitate changes in the way agencies do business in complex net-
works . This includes promoting communication, collaboration, and analytic tools that facili-
tate major changes in agency operations . This competency includes an understanding of 
cybersecurity concerns, controlling single-agency IT project costs, and ways to link agen-
cies together using shared services and data systems . 
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Comparison of Existing ECQs to Proposed ECQs for Cross-Agency Executives 

Recruitment and development of the new SES subset will require a close look at current ECQs and how they 
might be supplemented to support an enterprise-wide SES cadre. Below is a comparison of current ECQs 
(that would remain as guidance for most SES executives) and suggested ECQs for the new SES subset.

Current ECQs ECQs for Cross-Agency SES Cadre

Current ECQ Comments  New ECQ Comments

Leading change
Single agency context, 
dated view of “change 
management,” no 
content—change to what?

Strategic management 
and thinking; long-
range collaboration 
and government-wide, 
coordinated action; 
leading joint agency 
performance toward 
government-wide goals, 
e .g ., energy efficiency; 
leading change directed 
toward streamlined, 
smart, agile, and 
open and transparent 
government

Government-wide context, 
cross-cutting, enterprise-
wide view of government 
performance goals, 
not just any change 
but change toward 
government-wide view

Leading people Single agency context, 
seen as leading in the 
context of agency mission 

Shared leadership and 
people skills, “leading 
among leaders”

Multi-agency context, 
now leading networks 
of executives in multiple 
agencies

Results-driven Old view of results, vague 
definitions of results

Performance management 
capacity across agencies, 
performance-driven 
budgeting and program 
delivery

New GPRAMA and other 
cross-cutting mandates 
require a new focus on 
performance management 
and broad outcomes, not 
just results

Building 
coalitions

Very good on cross- 
agency collaboration, 
but no direction on 
leading coalitions toward 
government-wide goals

Joint management, 
leading coalitions, 
collaboration across 
agencies and 
intergovernmental 
networks

New context for leadership 
is joint management of 
agency coalitions toward 
cross-agency goals, shared 
resources

Business 
acumen

Still narrowly defined as 
financial, human resource, 
etc ., support systems, 
business acumen not 
practical and applied

Business management, 
integrating business and 
cost management into 
agency cultures, applying 
best-practice, private 
business sector solutions, 
running agencies as 
business enterprises

Focus agencies on 
business management and 
accountability, internal 
controls, cost control, 
facilities and resources, 
project management 
applications to contract 
management

No specific 
technology 
qualification

Technology savvy/
proficiency, capacity 
to change agency 
and government-wide 
business models through 
technology, not just a 
“business acumen,” this 
competency requires 
integration of multiple 
agency systems and 
missions

New, global and technical 
world requires capacity 
to drive change through 
technology, global 
cybersecurity, social 
network applications
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